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ABOUT US
 Henan Simar Electronic Technology Co.,Ltd . 
is professional  manufacturer  in production 
and export of Teleprompter & lighting for 
broadcasting, photography, video and studio  
stage fields.
Our products include all kinds of teleprompter  
LED studio light ,LED fresnel light ,LED 
photography light ,LED moving head 
light ,lithium -ion camera battery and studio 
accessories etc. With advanced production 
technology and professional team,  Simar 
always can develop new products to meet the 
needs of changing markets. 
At present, Simar products are sold far to 
Europe and America, the Middle East and 
Southeast Asia. Our good quality products and 
premium service are well acknowledge by 
global customers.  Sincerely hope we can 
cooperate with each other for win-win.
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Portable  teleprompter T3

DSLR  or smaller camcorder or 
smartphone shooting and  support    
smartphone and max 11 inch tablet   

 Packing : color box

Used  for : youtube ,tiktok ,interview Live stream ...etc 

Packing : body +49mm ring, cellphone& tablet clamp ,cellphone 

shooting clamp,cloth,cellphone  shooting EVA,Remote controller,user 

manual , 52mm/55mm/58mm/62mm/67mm/72mm/77mm/82mm ring
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Phone teleprompter 

M-BX5

       
support  5 -7 inch smartphone
Material :metal +Plastic+cloth 
Support Left and right mobile phone shooting or self-testing 
outlook . 
Support upper face light or mobile phone 
Professional teleprompter remoter for software . with 
stop ,play ,speed adjustment and turn pages up and down . 
Beam splitter:60/40 or 70/30 .
Beam splitter dimmension :15.6x15.6x2mm
teleprompter size:140x230x60 mm
Net weight:1.5KG
Packing : professional color box 
Material : metal +plastic+cloth 
Used  for : youtube ,tiktok ,interview ...etc 

Includes : HD teleprompter beamsplitter ,barndoors ,phone 
bracket , camera bracket ,software ,manual,wireless remoter 
and accessories

DSLR and smartphone Dual shooting



8-13 inch tablet portable teleprompter 

1. It is suitable for 8-13 inch IPAD/tablet  and 5-7  inch smartphone. The 
structure design is used in one  piece structure for camera. It can be 
applied to all cameras, which solves the problem that the small machine 
can't use the professional teleprompter .

2. Professional ultra-thin 2mm optical reflection70/30 or 60/40  beam 
splitter, the text is clear without ghosting, no color cast, the image is also 
very clear in a very bright studio environment;

3. Designed with camera height adjustment device, suitable for  different 
size cameras and smaller size camcorder.

4.The software is simple, easy to operate. support IOS and android. 

5.Bluetooth keyboard, remote control operation;

6. support different kinds of camera tripod.

7. Develop the professional  remoter for teleprompter support 
stop ,play ,speed slowly and faster ,turn pages up and down ... etc . this 
avoid normal remoter working smoothly .  

Includes : import HD 2mm beamslitter glass ,high quality metal 

teleprompter cap and hood  , international standard 1/4 screws camera 
plate bracket ,flight hard packing case ,clean cloth and tools.wireless 
remote controller  , software and manual 

G.W: 7.2KGS

Packing Size: 35*38*32cm



8-15 inch portable teleprompter 

1. It is suitable for 8-15 inch IPAD/tablet  and  smartphone. The structure 
design is used in one  piece structure for camera. It can be applied to all 
cameras, which solves the problem that the small machine can't use the 
professional teleprompter .

2. Professional ultra-thin 2mm optical reflection70/30 or 60/40  beam 
splitter, the text is clear without ghosting, no color cast, the image is also 
very clear in a very bright studio environment;

3. Designed with camera height adjustment device, suitable for  different 
size cameras and smaller size camcorder.

4.The software is simple, easy to operate.

5.Bluetooth keyboard, remote control operation;

6.Support System:IOS or android

7.The teleprompter with 30-90 angle for your speech comfortable .

8. Develop the professional  remoter for teleprompter support   
stop ,play ,speed slowly and faster ,turn pages up and down ... etc . this 
avoid normal remoter working smoothly .  

Includes : import HD 2mm beamsplitter,high quality metal 

teleprompter hood ,professional bracket ,flight hard packing case 

,wireless remoter , software and manual 

G.W: 8.5KGS

Packing Size: 47*46*20cm



20/22/24 inch broadcast teleprompter

1. Suitable for all kinds of stand . For example professional camera tripod  or the 
simple large loading capacity stand.

2. Self-reversing brightness HD monitor support VGA, HDMI, AV USB interface ;

3.The monitor and software can support  PPT ,Word ,PDF ,JPG ,RTF,TXT.and 
other computer-supported formats as prompt content.

4. The teleprompter with whole auto-balance by adjustment Without  counter 
weight . 

5. The teleprompter with30-90 angle so that every speaker have a perfect 
comfortable angle as height .

6.The control mode support  wireless remote control and wireless mouse and 
keyboard, laser pointer

7. The bracket fit for all kinds of camcorder by adjust the bracket height and 
place . 

8. Ultra --thin 2mm imported beamsplitter, accurate beam splitting ratio 70/30 or 
60/40 , clear and unbiased text, no shadow on camera shooting, making 
announcer's reading easy and enjoyable.

9. Simar teleprompter offer professional software and dongle .The english 
software offer adjusting  color ,speed ,edit ,. background ... and support many 
languages . 

10. This teleprompter only have 1  self-reversing HD monitor .  
Teleprompter Hood   Beam splitter Prompter bracket 20/22/24 monitor 

HD

camcorder  Bracket  wireless 
remoter

power plug VGA or HDMI 
cable

software and 
dongle

 flight hardcase clean cloth and 
accessories
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20/22/24 inch Professional teleprompter 

1. Suitable for all kinds of tripod . For example professional camera tripod and 
matching wheel or the simple large loading capacity tripod.

2. Self-reversing 20/22/24 inch HD monitor support VGA, HDMI, AV  USB video 
direct input ;

3.The monitor and software can support  PPT ,Word ,PDF ,JPG ,RTF,TXT.and 
other computer-supported formats as prompt content.

4. The teleprompter with whole auto-balance by adjustment Without  counter 
weight  . 

5.  The teleprompter with30-90 angle for each speaker have a perfect comfortable 
angle as height  .

6.The control mode supports wireless remote control and wireless mouse and 
keyboard, laser pointer

7. The bracket fit for all kinds of camcorder by adjust the height and place . 

8. Ultra --thin 2mm imported Beamsplitter, accurate beam splitting ratio 70/30 or 
60/40 , clear and unbiased text, no shadow on camera shooting, making the 
announcer's reading easy and enjoyable.

9. Simar offer professional telepropter software and driverdongle .The software 
support all kinds of language amd format . 

10. The professional teleprompter have 2 HD monitor . one is with self-reversing 
HD monitor and talent monitor  in studio .

Teleprompter hood   Beam splitter Prompter bracket 20/22/24 self-
reversing monitor  

camcorder  Bracket  wireless 
remoter

power plug VGA or HDMI 
cable

software and 
dongle

 flight hardcase accessories 20 inch talent   
monitor  



Presidential 
ConferenceTeleprompter

M-HY22/24
22/24 inch presidential and speech teleprompter
1. Adjustable stronger stand . The max height : 2m .
2. Self-reversing 1920*1080 HD monitor  support  USB ,VGA, HDMI, AV 
video direct input ;
3.The monitor and software can support PPT ,PDF ,JPG ,RTF,TXT.and 
other computer-supported formats as prompt content.
4. Super thin 2mm 60/40 or 70/30 rate beam splitter for your optional  . 
5.  Adjust angle structure between the stand and Beamsplitter, Make 
sure each speaker have the perfect reading effect .
6.The control mode supports wireless remote controller and wireless 
mouse and keyboard or foot pad for your optional . 
7.Professional teleprompter english software and dongle driver .The 
software support all kinds of languages as your need .

Beam 
Splitter Adjust stand monitor 

base 
22/24 HD  
Monitor

 manual  wireless 
remoter or 
foot pad

power 
plug 

VGA or 
HDMI cable

software 
dongle

 flight 
hardcase 

clean 
cloth and 
accessor

ies
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Self-reversing Monitor

High Quality Self-reversing monitor  
u Don't need to adjust the Mirror function by teleprompter software . Our teleprompter host embedded in auto-mirror  function .
u Support  TXT RTF,PDF,PPT,JPG ..etc file .
u The teleprompter screen adopts a wide viewing angle LED screen with 1920*1080 resolution, and the viewing angle can reach 140° 

horizontally and 130° vertically. At the same time, to meet the needs of different users, the teleprompter screen provides 250cd/m2 
brightness standard screen and 1000cd/m2 high brightness screen. A variety of specifications for users to choose.

Multi-functional  interface display
u The teleprompter screen adopts the Linux embedded integrated host display design, and provides multiple input and output interfaces 

such as HDMI, VGA, USB,...... etc. 
u The teleprompter host is embedded in the screen, and the broadcast document can be directly read without an external computer. 

Notebook or desktop computer, switch to mirror mode for broadcasting, and support paper file collection to teleprompter for 
broadcasting. 



Self-Checking Monitor

High Quality Self-Checking monitor  

u  Compare to self-reversing monitor ,self-checking monitor is normal display . The  speaker can watch their own status at any time and 
let speech display the perfect video status .

u  The teleprompter screen adopts a wide viewing angle LED screen with 1920*1080 resolution, and the viewing angle can reach 140° 
horizontally and 130° vertically. At the same time, to meet the needs of different users, the teleprompter screen provides 250cd/m2 
brightness standard screen and 1000cd/m2 high brightness screen. A variety of specifications for users to choose.

Multi-functional  interface display
u The teleprompter screen adopts the Linux embedded integrated host display design, and provides multiple input and output interfaces 

such as HDMI, VGA, USB,...... etc. 
u The teleprompter host is embedded in the screen, and the broadcast document can be directly read without an external computer. 

Notebook or desktop computer, switch to mirror mode for broadcasting, and support paper file collection to teleprompter for 
broadcasting. 



F o r  2 0 / 2 2 / 2 4 i n c h  

u  The system supports liunx, Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10 systems.

u The system requires any combination of character color and background color with 256 colors. Male and female announcers 

can choose different background colors and character colors to facilitate male and female announcers to choose their own 

words, fonts and word sizes, and multiple roles are available , To distinguish between male and female roles or more 

broadcast roles.

u  Convenient manuscript entry and editing, simple operation, automatic typesetting, supports txt, rtf, word and other format texts, 

and supports direct opening of pictures, word, PPT, videos and other files.

u  Adopting monitor and high-resolution color display respectively, with high definition and clear writing. Can be combined with 

document camera to form a three-in-one type. It is suitable for the needs of recording and live broadcasting programs of 

various TV stations. The script is bright and clear, and supports customizing the font size, font, and color display of different 

roles.

u  The teleprompter mirror display, built-in teleprompter host, can directly run and read the broadcast manuscript in the U disk, 

and can also set up an external laptop or desktop computer for broadcast use.

u  Paragraph format, bullets, indentation and line spacing can all be set. Date and time are inserted into the presentation at any 

time.

u  The software supports Chinese, Tibetan, Mongolian, Dai, Uighur, Korean and other minority languages. It also supports some 

foreign languages such as English, Japanese, Korean, German, Russian, French, Arabic and other national languages (some 

languages can be added according to customer requirements).

u The system automatically records the presentation, and when the power is turned on after an abnormal power failure, it will 

automatically search for and open the presentation, and ensure the integrity of the presentation.

u  The relative scrolling time and current time can be displayed on the same screen, and the size and color can be set arbitrarily, 

which is clear at a glance and easier to grasp the rhythm; important sentences can be marked by color.

u  More detailed, convenient and practical for the information bar, update time, and broadcasting speed.

u  The content is updated in real time, the update process is broadcast without interruption, no flashing, and the update speed is 

fast.

u The control method is flexible and diverse, keyboard, mouse, and control handle are all available. The range of subtitle speed 

can be adjusted at will, and it is convenient to skip back and forth to turn pages. The travel speed of the announcement can be 

controlled by the announcer through the handle, and can be controlled by single or double , Convenient and free.
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Portable Flight 
hard case packing 

Compact professional design 
for each simar teleprompter 



Popular tripod
The teleprompter fit for all kinds of tripod , 
 Suggest the following model no :

This tripod mainly used for 5 inch or 10 
inch teleprompter. Portable and light 

weight . 

This big tripod for 15 inch 20inch  or 22 
inch teleprompter  , Lower cost support for 

teleprompter but can not support  
camcoder together. with wheels or without 

wheels for optional .  

This professional tripod used for 20/22/24 
inch teleprompter in professional studio . 

the camcorder can be supported with 
teleprompter together .  



Foot Pedal 
 

Cable length:2m 
Control : stop and play

Color:black
Material:ABS 

Cable length:2m 
Control : stop and play ,scroll

Color: Grey and Yellow . 
Material:Metal+ ABS  

Bluetooth wireless 
Control : stop and play ,scroll

Color: Blue and Yellow . 
Material: Metal+ABS

Power: dry cells   



 Portable Teleprompter ,Broadcast 
Teleprompter ,LED Studio Light , Stage                           

Lights ,Dimmer Console ,Lithium-ion 
battery& charger,Studio accessories.

Ｈｏｎｏｒ

Our company won 3.15 integrity in China's 
trade industryenterprise。Sincerely hope we 

can build up cooperation.

   Experience

We are manufacturer in china and we 
have more than 15 years  export 
experiences and we will try our best to 
offer the best service for you.

Simar Advantage



　
FACTORY SHOW



Simar Teleprompter can be used for live steaming , youtube ,tiktok ,interview ,speech ,broadcast studio ,Tv 
studio ...... 



Thank You For Watching
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